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A note on approximate systems of compact spaces
III tliis paper we deiine a space 0"(J5-)for approxim et.« system of compact speces. The
construction is due to H.Freudentllal for usu al inverse sequence [4,pp. 153-156J. We
esieblisli the Iollowing ptopetiies of this space: (1) The space O"(J5-)isa paracornpact
space,(2) Moreover,if)5. is an epptoxuruite sequence of compact (metric) spaces,then
a(J5-)is a compact (metric) space (Lemma 2.4.). We give the Iollowing applications oi the
space a(J5-): (3) IfJ5- is an approrimate system of continua,then X=lim)5. is a continuum
(Theorem 3.1),(4) If)5. is an approrimate system ofhereditarily unicoherent speces.tlieti
X=lim)5. is hetedittuily unicoherent (Theorem 3.6.),(5) If)5. is an approrimate system of
the exbotoids (genera1ized trees,trees,arcs) with monotone anto bonding mappings,then
X=lim)5. is an arboroid (generelized tree,tree,arc) (Theorems 3.18.,3.20.,3.21.,3.25.).
Keywords: Approximate inverse system and limit,Freudenthal space.
Classification: 54B25,54D30
1 Introduction
Let U be any covering of a space X.For any subset Y of X we define St(Y,U)=U{UE
U:Un Y of 0}.
Similarly,we define StU = {St(U,U):UE U}. Inductively,for each positive integer
n,StnU = St(Stn-1U),where St1U=StU.
We say that acover V is a star refinement of acover U if the cover StV is a
refinement of U.
An open cover W of a space X is normal [3,pp. 379) if there exists a sequence
W1•W2 •••• of open covers of a space X such that W1 = W and Wi+l is a star refi-
nement of Wi for i=I,2, ... A TI space X is paracompact iff each open cover of X is
normal [3,Theorem 5.1.12.). A TI space X is normal iff each locally finite open cover
of X is normal [3,pp. 379).The set of all normal covers of X is denoted by Cov(X).
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IfU, VECov(X) and V refines U,we write V-<U.lff,g:Y -+X are u-near mappings,i.e.
if for any yEY there exists UE U with f(y),g(y)EU,we write (f,g)-< U.
The approximate inverse systems were introduced by S. Mardešić and L.R. Rubin
(12) for compacta and by S. Mardešić and Watanabe f13] for general topological spaces.
DEFINITION 1.1 An approximate inuerse .sy.stem ~={Xa,Ua,Pab,A} consists
of tl1c' followillgdata:'J\ preordered set (A,::;) which is directed and has no maximal
clement; for cach aEA,a topological space Xa and a normal eovering Ua of Xa (called
the mesh of Xa) and for eaeh pair a::;b from A,a mapping Pa/J:Xb -+Xa.Moreover the
Iollowing tlnee conditions must be satisfied:
(AI) The mappiugs PabPbc and Puc are U,,- uear •.a::;b::;e,i.e. (PaoPbe,P"c)-< Uu'
(A2) For each aEA and each normal (over U ECov(Xa) there is an index b~a such
.that (PacPcd,Pad)-<U,whcncver a::;b::;e::;d.
(AS)' ForeaehaEA and each normal cover U ECov(Xa) there is an index b~a such
Ue -<p;;/(U) = {p;;/(U):UE U} for each c~b.
In the case of metric compact spaees we replaces the normal coverings by real
numbers [12].
If the spaces Xa are TI paracompact,then in the above definition one can use all
open coverings on a spaces Xa ,aEA since in this case each open cover is normal.
Let ~={Xa,Ua,Pab,A} be an approximate system.A point x={xa)E Il{Xa : a E A}
is called a thread of ~ provided it satisfies the following condition:
(L) ('la EA){VU E Cov(Xa»{3b ~ a)(Vc ~ b)Pae(xe) E st{xa,U).
The canonical limit of ~ is a subset of the product of the spaces X, [12,pp. 592].
If X; is a T3.5 space,then the sets st{xa,U),U E Cov(Xa), forrn a basis ofthe topology
at the point Xa.Therefore,for an approximate system of Tychonoff spaces condition (L)
is equivalent to the following condition:
(L)" ('la E A) lim{Pac(xc):c~a}= Xa.
THEOREM 1.2 For any approximate inoerse .sy.stem ~ the canonical li-
mit lim~ is closed in IlXa.Moreover,if all Xa are compaci and. non-
empty,then lim~ is compact and non-empty.
Proof.See Lemma (1.16) and Theorem (4.1) of [13].
LEMMA LS Let x. = {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an approzimaie system of Ty-
chonoff spaces.let X be the canonical limit of ~ and let Bc;;,A be acofinal
subset of.A.Then the collection B of all seis of the form p-,;I(Ub),where
bEB and Vb c;;,Xbis open,is a basis of the topology for X.
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Proof.See [13,(1.18) Lemma.]_
THEOREM 1.4 Let ~ z: {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an approximate inverse system of com-
pact spaces with limit X.For each closed F~X we have
Proof.It is obvious that F~p;,;-l(Pa(F)) for each aEA.Thus,F~ n{p;,;-l( Pa( F )): aE
A}.If x~F,then,by the property (BI)· [13,pp.614.] we infer that there exists an aEA
and an open set Ua 5;;;Xasuch that xEp;,;-l( Ua )~X - F.This means that Pa(x)~Pa( F
) and x~ p;,;-l(Pa(F)) .•
THEOREM 1.5 Let ~ = {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an inverse system of compact spaces with
limit X.For each pair of disjoint closed seis F, G~X there exists an aEA such that for
each b?a Pb(F)nPb (G)= 0.
Proof.Let·U,V be disjoint open sets about F,G.There exists a pair Uo,Vo of open
sets such that F~Uo ~ClUo ~U and G~Vo ~CIVo ~V. By virtue of the property
(B2) there exists an aEA and an open cover Ua of X, such that p;,;-lUa refines U
= {U,V,Uo,Vo,X-(ClUoUClVo)}. Let Va ={Vb:bEB} be the star refinement of Ua.
Consider the sets Bo = {bEB : 0 #p;,;-l(Vb) ~Uo} and BI = {bEB : 0 #p;,;-l(Vb) ~Vo}.
Clearly Bo and BI are disjoint and non-empty. Now we consider the sets Wo = U{Vb
: bEBo} and W1 = U{V b : bEBl}.Let us prove Wo nW 1 = 0.If we assume that
WOnW1 # 0,then Vbo nVb1 # 0 for some bo EBa and bI EBl.Since stVa refines
Ua,there exists a WE u; such that Vbo UVb1 ~W. Therefore,Uo np;,;-l(W);;2p;,;-l(Vbo) =po and Vo np;,;-l (W);;2p;,;-l(VbJ # 0. This induces a contradiction,because p;,;-lUa refines
U and DonVo = 0.Thus,WOnWl = 0. Moreover,we have that st(Pa(Do),Va) = Wo
and st(Pa(DI),Va) = W1.•
By total induction and by the above Theorem we obtain
THEOREM 1.6 Let ~ x: {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an inverse system of compact space s with
limit X.For each finite collection {FI, ... ,Fn} of mutually disjoint closed subsets of X
there ezisis an aEA such that for each b?a {Pb(F1), ... ,pdFn)} is a collection of mu-
tually disjoint sets.
THEOREM 1.7 Let ~ = {Xa,ua,Pab,A}be an inverse system of compact space s with
limit X.For each closed F~X and each open if;2F iliere ezisis an aEA such that for
each b? a there is an open set Ub ;;2Pb(F) with the property
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We close this section with
THEOREM 1.8 Let ~ c: {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an approximate inverse system.For each
aEA the family P c: {Pab(Xb):b2:a} is a net in Xa such that LimP z: Pa(X),X::::olim~.
Proof.F'rom the definition of the threads it follows that Pa(X)~LiP.On the other
hand,from the property (B2) we infer that if x\ćPa(X),then x\ĆLiP.Thus,
Pa(X);;?LsP ;;?LiP.Therefore,LimP = Pa(X),X=lim~ .•
2 The Freudenthal space ~(~)
The following construction is similar to the construction due to H. Freudenthal
[4,pp. 153.] for usual inverse sequence.For aRY usual inverse system see [11].
Let ~ = {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an approximate system of compact spaces with limit X
and the projections Pa:X=lim~->Xa.The F'reudenthal space (T(~) associated to ~ is
a set
(1)
where all Xa and their limit X are considered as being disjoint sets [11], in which a
topology is defined as follows.If Ua is an open set in Xa ,let
(2)
Now,we define a topology T on (T(~) by a base [3,pp. 27] B which consists of all open
sets u, in all X; and all U~ for all open sets Ua ~Xa,aEA. Since the sets p.:;-l(Ua)
form a basis for X,it follows that B is acover of (T(~).By virtue of [3,pp. 27] we need
to prove that foreach xE (T(~) and each pair B,CE B with xEBnC there is a DE B
such that xED~BnC.It suffices to prove this statement if B is some U ~ and C is some
U b.If x is the point of Xc, then x is cont ained in a set p.:;-/(Ua)nPbc1 (Ub) which is open
in Xc aud thus belongs to B.If x is the point of X, theu
(3)
(4)
Take w, ECov(Xa),Wb ECOV(Xb) such that St2Wa <Va,St2Wb <Va and an index
cEA such that c2:a,b,(A2) and (A3) hold for a,b,Wa,Wb and (L) holds for x,a,b,Wa,Wb.
Put
(5)
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Consider a point Y=(Ya)Ep;I(Ve).By (5) there is an Ul E Ue such that
(7)
By the choice of c (property (A3)) Ue <p;/(Wa) and Ue <Pb/(Wb).
This means that there is a W I E Wa and a W2 E Wb such that U1 ~P;el (W d and
Ul ~Pb}(W2).Thus,(7) implies
(8)
By the choice of c (propei:ty (L)),there are a W3 E Wa,W4 E Wb such that
(9)
Since YEPbl(Ub)~X,there is a d~c sastisfying (L) for y,a,b,Wa,Wb and for y,b,Wb.
Thus,there exist a W5 E Wa,W6 E Wb and an U4 E Ue such that
(10)
and
Ped(Yd),Ye E [14 (Il)
By the choice of c (property (A3)),Ue <P;e1(Wa and Ue <Pbel(Wb.Hence,there exist a
W7 E Wa and w« E Wb such that U4 ~P;el(W7) and U4 ~Pb}(Ws).By (11) we have
(12)
By the choice of c (property (A2)), we also have a W 9 E Wa and a W 10 E Wb such
that
PaePed(Yd), Pad(Yd) E Wg and PbePed(Yd), Pbd(Yd) E WlO (13)
Now,(9),(8),(12),(13),(10),St2Wa < Va and St2Wa < Vb yield aVI EVa and a V" E Vb
such that xa,ya EW1 UW3 UW5 UW7 UWg ~VI and Xb,yb EW2 UW4 UW6 UWs UWIO
cv=.
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This and (4) imply Pa(Y)=Ya ESt(xa,Va) ~Ua and Pb(Y)=Yb ESt(Xb,vb) ~Ub.This
means that YEP;l(Ua)npb"l(Ub), i.e. , (6) is proved. In order to prove (5.1.) it suffices
to prove
p;i(l'.:) ~ P::d1(Ua) npb"i(Ub) Vd ~ c
Let Zd EP;}(Vc).By (A2) we infer there are W11 E Wa and W12 E Wb such that
(14)
PacPcd(Zd),Pad(Zd) E W11 and PbcPcd(Zd),Pbd(Zd) E W12 (15)
Since Pcd(Zd)EVc we have by (A3)
Pac(xc),Pac(Pcd(Zd)) E W1 and Pbc(Xc),Pbc(Pcd(Zd)) E W2 (16)
From (15),(16) and (L) for x,a,b,Wa,Wb (choise of d) it follows Xa,Plld(Zd)E StVa and
Xa,Pad(Zd)E StVb.By (4) Pad(Zd)EUa and Pbd(Zd)EUb. We infer that Zd EP;;}(Ua)npb"}
(Ub) and (14) is proved.Hence,we have xEV; ~U: nU b' i.e., (5.1.) is proved.This
means that B is a basis for some topology T on a(~).
A net in a topological space X [3,pp. 73.] is an arbitrary function from a non-
empty directed set D to the space X.Nets will be denoted by N = {xd:dED}.A point
xEX is called a limit of a net N = {xd:dED} if for every neighborhood U of x there is
an index do ED such that Xd EU for each d~do.We say that the net N converges to
x.A point is called a clusier point of a net N = {xd:dED} if for every neighborhood
U of x and every do ED there exists an index d~do such that Xd EU.
LEMMA 2.1 Let ~ = {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an approximate system of non-
empty compact spaces with limit X.
1. If B is cofinal in A,then each family N={xa:xa EXa,aEB} is a net in
a(JS) which has at least one clusier point XEX~ a(JS).
2. Each point XEX is a limit of the net {Pa(xa):aEB}.
Proof.For eachaEA we consider a net Na={Pab(xb):b~a,bEB}.From the compactness
of X; it follows that a set Ca of all cluster point s of Na is non-empty.Clearly,each Ca
is closed and compact in Xa.First,we prove
(a) For each aEA Ga is a non-empty subsei of pa (X).
If we suppose that some ca y:'Pa(X),then ca and Pa(X) have disjoint neighborhood U
and V.By virtue of the property (B3) • [13,pp. 606,615] there is an index b~a such that
Pac(Xc)~V for each c~b.This is impossible since there exists an index c~b,cEB,such
that Pac(xc)EV [c., is a cluster point of the net N).
From (a) easy follows
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(b) For each aEA the set p;;1(Ga) is non-empty.
(c) For each aEA and eacli neighborhood U; of Ga lliere lS an index b>«
such that Pad Gc)c;;.U; for each c> b.
By virtue of the normality of X; there is an open set Va such that Ca c;;.CIVac;;.Ua.If
we suppose that for each bEA there is an index c?b such that Pac(Cc) intersects
Fa=Xa \ Ua,then we have anet M = {Pac(:Cc)} in the compact set Fa.This means that
there is a point fa in Fa which is a cluster point of the net M.Now,we prove that fa is
a cluster point of the net N.Let Wa he any neighborhood of fa and let U he a cover of
Xa such that StU is a refinement of acover {Ua,Xa \CIVa,Wa}.There is an index dEA
such that Pad(cd)ESt2(fa,U) since fa is a cluster point of M.We may assume that there
is a x, E N such that Pdc(Xe),CdE Ve E Ue since cd is a cluster point of Nd.We take
such index eEA which satisfies (A2) and (A3).Thus,we have PadPde(Xe),PadCdE St2U
and PadPde(Xe),Paexe E StU.We infer that fa,Pae(xe)EU1 E U.Finally,fa,Pac(xe)EWa.
This means that fa is a cluster point of N.This is impossihle since C; ~Va.The proof
of (h) is completed.
By the same method of proof,using the definition of the threads,we have
(cl) For each aEA and each neighborhood U; of Ga there is an index b>a
such that Pa(p;l(Gc))c;;. U; for each c?b.
(e) The set G = n{p;;l(Ga):aEA} is non-empty subsei of X.
Let K he a set of all cluster points of nets {Ya:Ya EP;;l(Ca):aEA}.Clearly,K is non-
empty since X is compact.Let us prove K=C.It suffices to prove Kc;;.Csince the inclusion
Cc;;.Kis ohvious.Let k he any point of K.Suppose that Pa(k) is not in some Ca.There
are disjoint open sets U,V such that C; c;;.Uand Pa(k)EV.By virtue of (d) there is an
index bEA such that Pap;l(Cc) is in U.This means that p;;l(V) is a neighborhud of k
which contains no points of p;l(Cc) for each c?b.This is impossible since k is a cluster
point some net {ya:Ya EP;;l(Ca):aEA}.We conclude that Kc;;.Cand K=C.
In order to complete the proof it suffices to prove that each kEK is a cluster point
of the net N.Let U: be any neighborhood ofk in a-(~).This means that kEP;;lUa and
Pa(k)EUa.since Pa(K)ECa (see (a)),we infer that Pa(k) is a cluster point ofNa.Thus,for
each bEA there is an index c?b such that Pac(xc)EUa,where x, E N.This means
that Xc EP;;;(Ua),i.e.,xc EU :.The proof is completed since the second statement easy
follows from the definition of the topology T on a-(~) .•
LEMMA 2.2 Let ~ = {Xa,ua,Pab,A}be an approximate system of compact
spaces.I] U is a neighborhood of X=lim~ in a-(~),then there exists an aEA
such that X" c;;. U for each b? a.
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Proof.Since X is compact and siuce the sets (2) form a basis for open sets of the points
of X,one can find {U :.:i=l, ... ,n} such that
v = U{U:.: i = l, ...,n} ( 17)
and XCVCU.In order to complete the proof,it suffices to find an aEA, a2:al, ... , a,••
such that
(18)
since then we have
(19)
Suppose that not exists an aEA which satisfies (18).This means that for each aEA
there is a point Xa EXa - V~Weobtain anet {xa:aEA} in O"(~) which has no a cluster
point in V;2X.This contradicts Lemma 2.1.The proof is completed .•
LEMMA 2.3 Let ~ = {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an approximate
pact spaces, Then. O"(~) is paracompact.Moreover,if ~ is
sequence, then O"(~) is compact. .
Proof.Let V={V,.} be any cover of O"(~).Since X is compact,there is a finite sub-
collection,consisting of sets V,.(1)" .. ,V,.(nJ which cover X.Let V be the union of this
subcollection.By virtue of Theorem 2.2. there is an aEA such that all Xb,b2:a,are in
V.Let us r~cal that the set X: = (U{Xb:b2:a}UX is of type (2) with Ua=Xa and it is
open in O"(~).Now consider the following collection U of open sets of O"(~);take first
the open sets X:nV,.(l), ... ,X:nV,.(n) for members ofU.Furthermore,for each bEA-
{c:cEA,c2:a} consider the open covering {X, nV,.} of Xb and take the members of fi-
nite subcovering as new members of U.This is possible since Xb is compact and open in
.00(~).The family U of open setsof O"(~) is star-finite covering of O"(~) which refines the
covering V .Moreover ,U is a locally finite refinement of V.The proof of paracompactnes
is completed.lf ~ is an approximate sequence,then we obtain a finite subcovering since
the set A - {c:cEA,c;:::a} is finite.The proof is completed.1l1
Let us note that from the proof of Lemma 2.3. it follows
system of com-
an approximate
THEOREM 2.4 Let ~={X",t",Pm",N}be an approximate inverse sequence
of compact metric spaces X". Then O"(~) is a compact meiric space.
Proof.The space limX is ia compact space.Thus.lim X has a countable base BI since
it is metrizable space [3,4.1.15. Theorem].This means that the cardinality of B is
t{o.Thus,the space O"(~) is metrizable [3,pp. 351].•
We close this Section with the following theorem which is similar to the theorem
for usual inverse system of compact spaces due to S. Mardešić [11, Theorem 4.].
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THEOREM 2.5 Lei ~ = {Xa,Uu,Pab,A}be an approximate system of cotn-
pad spaces and let j:X--->R be a mapping of its limit into a simplicial
complex, Then there exisis an aEA such that for eacli b>« one can dejine
a mapping fb:Xb --->Rwith the property that fbPb is homotopic to f.
Proof.We may assume that R is a finite simplicial complex since f(X) is compact
and is contained in a finite subcomplex of R.There is a mapping F:V--->R,where V is
a neighbourhood of X in a-(~),which is an extension of f since each finite simplicial
complex is an ANE for normal spaces.For each point xEX there is a simplex s(x) of R
such that f(x)Es(x).From the continuity of F it folIows that there are a neighbourhood
V(x)<;;;Vof x in a(~)such that F(V(x)) is a subset of s(x).Let W be the union of all
V(x).Obviosly,W is the neighbourhood of X in a(~).By virtue of Lemma 2.2. there
is an aEA such that X, <;;;W,foreach b2:a.For each xEX we have Pb(X)EV(x) and
F(Pb(X))Es(x).We define fb as the restriction FIXb.The homotopy H(x,t)=tf(x) +{1-
t)fbPb(x) is the desired homotopy.The proof is completed .•
3 Applications
In this Section we give some applications of the space a(~).We start with
THEOREM 3.1 Let ~ = {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an aproximate system of conti-
nua. The space X =lim~ is a continuum.
Proof.By virtue of 1.2. X is compact.Suppose that X is not connected.There is a pair
F,G of closed (in X) disjoint subsets of X.Since X is closed in a(~),the sets F and G
are closed in normal space a(~) (Lemma 2.3).There are two disjoint open (in a(~))
sets U and V which contain F and G.By virtue of Lemma 2.2. there is an aEA such
that Xb is contained in UUV for each b2.a.lt is easy to prove that Xb intersects U and
V.This is impossible since Xb is connected .•
In the sequel we use the notion of a net of sets in the sense of [14) or [8,pp. 343.).
A net of sets {A,,:nED} of topological space X is a function [14) defined on a
directed set D which assigns to each nED a subset An of X. .
If {An:nED} is anet of subsets of X,then:
1. Alimit inferior LiAn is the set ofall points xEX such that for every neighbor-
hood U of x there exists no ED such that U intersect An for each n2:no.
2. Alimit superior LsAn is the set of all points xEX such that for every neigh-
bor hood U of x and each no EN there is 112:nosuch that U intersect An.
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Anet {A,,:nED} is said to be topologically convergent (to a set A) if LsA,,=LiAn
(=A) and in this case the set A will be denoted by LirnAj, ,
LEMMA '3.2 Let {C,,:nED} be a net of subseis of a space X such that
Lie" =/:- 0.Let U be a neighbourhoodof LsC" such that X\ U zs com-
pact, Then there is an mED such that Cp ~ U for each p?m.
Proof.Suppose,on the contrary,that for each mED there is a pED such that Zp=Cp \ U
is non-empty.Let zp beany point ofZp and let p be a set of all such pED.A net {Zp:PEP}
has a cluster point Z in a compact X\U.This is imposible since zELsCn ~U.The proof
is completed .•
LEMMA 3.3 Let {Cn:nED} be a net of connected sets Cn of a normal
space X such that LiCn-=/:- 0.If for each neighborhood U of Ls C; the set
X\ U is compact,then Ls O; is connecied,
Proof.Suppose that LsCn is disconnected.This rneans that there are disjoint closed
subsets F and G of LsCnsuch that LsCn=FUG.The set s are closed in X since LsCn
. is closed in X.From the normality of X it follows that there are two disjoint open
set s U and V such that F~U and G~V.This means that LsCn ~UUV.We infer that
either ue, nU =/:-0 or ue, nV =/:-0.Let ue, nU =/:-0.By virtue of Lemma 3.2. there is
a mED such that Cp ~UUV for each p?m.Clearly,there is some p?m such that Cp
intersects U (sinee LrC; nU=/:-0) and Cp intersects V (sinee VnLsCn =/:-0).This means
that o, ~UUV and UnCp =/:-0,VnCp =/:-0.This contradicts the connectednes of c, .•
LEMMA 3.4 Let ~ = {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an aproximate system of the com-
paci spaces.Let{ Ca:aEA, Ca ~Xa} be a net of continua such that LiCa is
non-empty. Then Ls C; is a non-empty subcontinuum of X.
Proof.It is clear that Li'C; ~LsCa ~X.Suppose that LsC; is disconnected.We infer that
there is il pair F,G of disjoint closedsubsets of LsCa such that LsCa=FUG.The sets F
and G are closed in X and in ()'(~).There are disjoint open set s of ()'(~)(since ()'(~)is
normal] such that F~U and G~V.We infer that either LiCa nU=/:-0 or LiCa nV=/:-0.Let
LiCa nU =/:-0.We claim that there is an aEA such that Cb ~UUV for each b?a.ln the
opposite case we obtain a net.N = {xh:bEA,x(LECb,b?a}.By virtue of Lemma 2.1. the
net .N has a cluster point in X.As in the proof of Lemma 2.1. we see that x\ĆUUV,which
is imposible since xELsCa.Thus,there is an aEAsuch that Cb ~UUV,b?a.lt is clear
that there is an indexb?asuch that C, intersects U ( since Li'C; nU=/:- 0) and V
[since V contains the points ofLs Cj I.Bu t.t his is impossible since Ch is connected and
Cb ~UUV.The proof is completed .•
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LEMMA 3.5 Let ~ = {Xa,ua,Pab,A}be an approximate system of the non-
empty compact space s with limit X.For each closed F<;;,Xwe have a net
N(F) = {Pa(F):aEA} and,for each aEA,a net Na(F) = {PabpdF):b?a }
such that
1. Pa(F) = LimNa(F),
2. F = LimN(F).
Proof.From the definition of the threads it follows that pa(F)<;;,LiNa(F). On the other
hand,from property (B2) [13,pp. 601,615] we infer that if x~Pa(F), then x~LsNa(F).
Thus,Pa(F);2LsNa(F) ;2LiNa(F).Hence,LimNa(F) = Pa(F). The second statement
of Theorem it follows from 2. of Lemma 2.1.Namely,we have F<;;,LiN(F).On the
other hand,for each point yEX\F there is an index bEA such that Pb(y) and Pb(F)
have disjoint neighborhoods Ub and Vb.It follows that Ui: npc(F) for each c~b.This
means that y~LsN,i.e.,LsN <;;'F.Finally,we have F=LsN = LiN =LimN and the pro of
is completed .•
We say that a space X is hereditarily unicohereni if for each pair C,D of closed
connected subsets of X,with CUD connected,the intersection CnD is connected.
THEOREM 3.6 Let ~ = {Xa,ua,Pab,A}be an approximate system of here-
ditarily unicoherent compact spaces, Then X = lim~ is hereditarily uni-
cohereni,
Proof.Let C,D be a pair of subcontinua of X such that CUD is connected. We
must to prove that CnD is connected.By virtue of the above Lemma we have C =
LimN(C) and D = LimN(D).Each Fa=Pa(C)nPa(D) is connected since Xa is here-
ditarily unicoherent.By virtue of 2. of Lemma 2.1. each point x of CnD is alimit
of anet {Pa(x):aEA}.Thus,0 :;tLiFa ;2CnD.On the other hand for each y~CnD we
have y~C or y~D.Let y~C.By virtue of the definition of a base in X there is a bEA
such that Pb(Y) and Pb(C) have the disjoint neighborhoods Ub and Vb.From 2. of
the above Lemma it follows that there is an index c~b such that Pc(C)<;;'Vb.This
means that U~ npc(C)= 0.We infer that y~LsFa.Thus,LsFa <;;'CnD.From this and
the relation LiF a ;2CnD it follows CnD=LiF a .By virtue of Lemma 3.4. LsF a is
connccted.Thus.Cj[D is connected and the proof is completed.a
By the same method of proof as in the proof of Theorem 3.6. we have
THEOREM 3.7 Lei ~ z: {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an inverse system of continua.If all the
spaces Xa are unicoherent and if all Pab are anto, then X = lim~ is unicoherent.
REMARK 3.8 Without ontoness of the bonding mappings the aproximate limit of
unicoherent continua need not be unicoherent since this is not true for usual inverse
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limit [15,pp. 228,REMARK.].If ~ = {Xa,€a,Pab,A}is an usual inverse system of metric
locally connected unicoherent continua,then the usual limit is unicoherent (without
assuming the bonding maps are onto) [15,pp. 228.,REMARK.].This means that the
..following question is natural:
Is it true that the approximate limit of an approximate system of metric locally connec-
ted unicoherent continua and into bonding mappings is unicoherent?
Now we give the affirmative answer on the above question.Firstly,we give some
necessary definitions.
Let Sbe the circle Izl = 1 in the complex plane.The space of the real numbers we
denote by R.
A continuous mapping f:X--':'Sis said to he equivaleni to 1on a set Y ~ X, written
f ~ Jon Y,provided there.existsa continuous mapping ljJ:Y --+R such that [18,pp. 220]
f(x) = ei</>(x),XEY. .
Two mappings f1,f2:X--+S will he said to he exponentially equivalent or simply .
equivalent on a set Y~X provided their ratio fdf2 is ~1 on Y [18,pp. 225].
A space X will he said to have the property (b) provided every mapping f:X--+S
is '" 1 [18,pp. 226].
A mapping f:X--+S homotopic to the mapping fo:X--+S,fo(x)=l for all xEX, is said
to be homotopic to J,f:::::::l.
In the sequel we need the following facts: (a) In order that a mapping f:X--+S be
~1 itis necessary and sufficient that f be homotopic to 1 [18,pp. 226]. (h) In order
that two mappings fl,f2:X--+S be equivalent it is necessary and sufficient that they be
homotopic [18,pp. 226]. (c) Every connected space X having property (b) is unicoherent
[18,pp.227]. (d) In orderthat a locally connected continuum have property (h) it is
necessary and sufficient that it be unicoherent. (e) If X is any space and f,g:X--+S"
two maps such that for each xEX,f(x) and g(x) are not antipodal.fc-g.In particular,a
nonsurjective f~x--+sn is always nullhomotopic [2,pp. 316].
THEOREM 3.9 Lei ~={Xnl€nlPmnlN}be an approeimaie inverse sequence of locally
connecied unicohereni -metric coniinua. The X=lim~ is unicohereni.
Proof.Let us prove that X has the property (b ).Let f:X--+S be any mapping.By virtue
of Lemma 2.5.there is an aEA such that for eachb2~ there is a mapping g:Xb --+Ssuch
that gPb and f are homotopic.From the proof of Lemma 2.5. it follows that there is an
index hEA such that for each f(x)ES we choose an open set VX such that Vx contains
no antipodal points.We obtaina cover V={Vx:xEX}. We infer that f:::gPa.From (a)
and (d) it follows that g:::::::l.Consequently,gPa :::1 [9,pp. 362,Teorema 4.].Hence,f:::::::l.By
virtue of (a) we infer that f",l,i.e.,X has the property (b).Finally,X is unicoherent (see
(c)) .•
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A continuum X is said to be hereditarily unicoherent at a point pEX if
the intersection of any two subcontinua of X,each of which contains p.is connected [1].
It is proved that a continuum X is hereditarily unicoherent at a point p iff,given any
point xEX,there exists a unique subcontinuum px which is irreducible between p and
x [5].
THEOREM 3.10 Let ~ z: {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an inverse system of continua. If z=(Za:
a EA) is a thread such that all the space s Xa are hereditarily unicoherent at a point
za,then X = li~ is hereditarily unicoherent at a point z.
Proof.Modify the proof Theorem 3.6.•
A mapping f:X-+Y is said to be monotone relative to a point zEX if for
each subcontinuum Q ofY such tha f(z)EQ the inverse image I1(Q) is connected [1].
A quasi-order ~ on a set X is a reflexive and transitive binary relation.If this
relation is also antisymetric,it is called a partial order.It is order-dense if whenever
x-cy (i.e. x~y and y~x),there exists a zEX such that x-čs-čy.An element zEX is called
a zero of X if z:Sx for each xEX.A quasi-order on a topological space X is said to be
closed if its graph is a closed subset of the product space XxX.
A generalized iree means a hereditarily unicoherent continuum which admits a
closed order-dense partial order with a zero.
If a continuum X is hereditarily unicoherent at a point z,then the quasi-order ~z
on X defi.ned by x~zy if and only if zx~zy,where zx is a unique subcontinuum which
is irreducible between z and x.is said to be a weak cutpoint order with respeci z.
Let continua X and Y be hereditarily unicoherent at a point p and q respectively
and let ~p and :Sq be weak cutpoint orders on X and Y with respec to p and q
correspondingly.A mapping f:X-+Y onto Y is said to be order-preserving (or :Sp-
preserving) if a:Spb implies f(a):Sqf(b) for every a,bEX [1].
The following property of mappings monotone relative to a point will be needed in
the sequel.
THEOREM 3.11 (l,PROPOSITION 2.) .Let continua X and Y be hereditarily
unicoherent at points p and q,respeciively, and let f:X-+ Y be a mapping onto Y such
that f(p l=s- Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. fis monotone relative to p,
2. f(px)=J(p)J(x) for each xEX,
3. f is ~p-preserving,
and each of them is implied by
4. i/t« is monotone for each xEX.
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THEOREM 3.12 Let continua X and Y be hereditarily unicoherent at points p and
q,respectively,and let f:X-> Y be a mapping of X onto Y with Itrl=s-t! X is arcwise
connected,or if X is metricand Y is arcwise connected,then all four conditions of the
above Theorem are equivalent.
Proof.See [1] .•
COROLLARY 3.13 If a continuum X is an arc with end point p,and if a mapping
f on X is monotone relative to p,then the imagef(X) is an arc, and fis monotone.
Proof.See [1] .•
Now we consider the approximate limits.We start with the followingtheorem.
THEOREM 3.14 Let ~ = {Xa,ua,Pab,A}be an approzimate inverse system of con-
tinua with limit X.lf each Xa is irreducible between za and Ya such that z=(Za:aEA)
and Y=(Ya :aEA) are thread,then X is irreducible between z and y.
P'roof.Let us recall that the usu al version of this Theorem was proved in [I,PROPOSI-
TION S.].By virtue of Theorem 3.1. X is connected.Suppose that there is a continuum
YCX which contains x and y.This means that there exists a point zEX-Y.By 1.5. we
obtain an aEA such that Pa(z)~Pa(Y).Since Pa(Y) contains xa and Ya,we infer that
Pa(Y)CXa.This is imposible since X, is irreducible between Xa a~d Ya.•
LEMMA 3.15 Leta f:X~ Y be amonotone surjeciion.I] Y is hereditarily
unicoherent and I(a,b) is irreducible between a,b,then f(I(a,b)) is irredu-
cible between f(a) and f(b),i.e.;I(f(a),f(b))=f(I(a, b)).
Proof.Now,f-1(I(f(a),f(b))) is a continuum since it contains a and b and fis mono-
tone.Thismeans that f-l(I(f(a),f(b)))2I(a,b).Thus, f(I(a,b))s,:;:I(f(a),f(b)). On the other
hand,f(I(a,b))2I(f(a),f(b)) since I(f(a),f(b)) is irreducible between f(a) and f(b).
Thus,f(I(a,b))=I(f(a),f(b)) and the proof is completed .•
The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 2.2. of [10].
LEMMA 3.16 Let {Cn:nED} be a net of subconiitiua of a continuum X.lf
x,YELiC" and the continuum LsCn is irreducible between z and y,then
the net {G,,:nED} is convergent.
Proof.Suppose,on the contrary, that the net {Cn:nED} is not convergent,i.e., there is
a point cELsCn \LiC".It follows that there is a neighborhood U of c such that for each
nED there is an: index mED,m2n,such that Cm nU=0.The collection {Cm:mEM} is
a net in X\U and a s'ubnet of {Cn:nED}.This means that L=Ls{Cm:mEM} is non-
erupty subset of X\ U and cEUs,:;:X\L.By Lemrna 3.3. L is coIinected,i.e.,subcontinuum
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of X.From x,yEL and from the irreducibility of LsCn,it follows that L~LsCn.On the
other hand,L~LsCn.Thus,L = LsCn.
This is impossible since cELsC" \LiCn=L\LiC" and ClitL.The pro of is completed .•
A continuum X is said to be smooth at a point pEX (in the sense of Gordh
[5]) if X is hereditarily unicoherent at p and for each convergent net (a..:nED) of points
of X the condition a=lima.. implies that the net (pa..:nED) of subcontinua of X is
convergent to the limit continuum pa.
The usual version of the following theorem was proved as Theorem 1. of [1).
THEOREM 3.17 Let ~ x: {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an approximate inverse system of con-
tinua with limit X.lf there ezists a thread Y=(Ya:aEA) such that the mapping Pab is
monotone relative to Ya for each a,bEA with a~b,and if Xa is smooth and hereditarily
unicoherent at Ya,aEA,then X is smooth at the point y.
Proof. a)By Theorem 3.1. X is a continuum.Theorem 3.10. implies that X is heredi-
tarily unicoherent at y.
b) Let {xl':J.LEM} be a net which converges to a point xEX.There are subcontinua I(y,x)
and I(y,xl'),J.L EM,since X is hereditarily unicoherent.For each aEA we have also the
subcontinua I(Ya,xa),I(Ya,X~),J.LEM,irreducible between Ya=Pa(Y) and x~=Pa(xl').It is
obvious that each net {x~:J.LEM} converges to xa.Moreover,from the smoothness of Xa
at Y« and from the above Lemma it follows that a net {I(Ya,x~):J.LEM} of subcontinua
converges to I(Ya,xa).
c) Ls{I(Ya,x::):aEA} = KI' = I(y, XI' ),J.LEM.
By virtue of Lemma 3.4. each net {I(Ya,x~):aEA} has a non-empty and connected
Ls{I(Ya,x~):aEA}=KI'.Clearly,KI' ~I(y,xl') since I(y,xl') is irreducible between y,xl' and
{y,xl'}~KI'. By vir tue of Lemma 3.5. we have I(y,xl') = Lirn{Pa(I(y,xl-'»):aEA}.Since
each pa (I(y,xl-')) contains I(Ya,x~),we infer that KI' ~I(y,xl-').Finally,we have KI-'=I(y,xl').
d ) For each aEA and each J.LEM we have Pa(KI') = I(Ya,x~).
Clearly,Pa(KI')~I(Ya,x~).Suppose that there is an aEA and a point Za EPa(KI') \I(Ya,x~).
This means that there are disjoint open sets Ua and Va such that Za EVa and I(Ya,x~ )~Ua.
From the smoothnes of Xa at Y« it follows that there is an open and connected set Wa
such that I(Ya,x~KCIWa ~Ua.From the definition of the thread it follows that there
is a bEA such that Pac(Yc) and Pac(x~) are in Wa for each c2b.This means that
Pac(I(y c,x~))~CIW a since Pac(I(y c,x~)) is irreducible between Pac(xc) and Pac(x~) (see
Lemma 3.15).It follows that U: is a neighbourhood of a point zEK,Pa(z)=za,such that
U: nI(Yc,x~)=0.This means that z\tLs{I(Ya,x~):aEA}=KI'. This is impossible since
zEKI'.By Theorem 1.4. it follows that KI'=n{p;;l(I(Ya,x~)):aEA}. Similarly,we have
K=n{p;;l(I(Ya,Xa») :aEA},where Ls{I(Ya,xa):aEA}=K.
e) Ls{KI':J.L EM} = Ls{I(y,xl' ):J.LEM} = I(y,x).
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It is obvious that Ls{I(y,xl' ):{L EM}2I(y,x) since Ls{I(y,xl' ):{L EM} contains x and y
and I(y,x) is irreducible between x and y.We prove that Ls{I(y,xl'):{L EM} ~I(y,x).Let
Z be any point in X-I(y,x).By vir tue of the definition of a base in X,there is an aEA
such that Pa(z}=za ~Pa(I(y,x))=(by Steps 3.1. and 3.2.)=I(Ya,xa).Thismeans that
there is a neighbourhood Ua of Za and a neighbourhood Va of Pa(I(y,x)) such that
Ua nVa = 0.By Step 3.2. Pa(I(y,x))=I(Ya,xa). Since I(Ya,xa)=Lim{I(Ya,x~):{L EM},we
infer that there is a {LoEM such that,for each {L2: {Lo,Ua and I(Ya,x~) are disjoint.From
3.2. it follows that p;;-l(Ua) and I(y,xl') are disjoint.Since p;;-l(Ua) is a neighbourhood
of z,we infer that z~Ls{I(y,xl'):{L EM}.Thus,Ls{I(y,xl'):{L EM} = I(y,x) and 3.3. is
proved.
f)I(y,x)=Lim{I(y,XI' ):f-L EM}.
Apply Step 3.3. and Lemma 3.12.
By virtue of Lemma 3.10. andStep 3.4. it follows that X is smooth at y.
g)For each aEA there exists a closed weak cutpoint order :Sa with respect to the point
xa.Define a relation :S on X by y:Sz iff ya :Saza for all aEA.The relation :S is transitive
and reflexive,i.e.,:S is quasi-order.
h)By the same method of proof as in the proof of Theorem 1. of [1] it follows that :S
is closed.
i)In order to complete the proof we ought to show the quasi-order :S is the weak
cutpoint order with respect x,i.e. that y:Sz holds iff xyC:xz.
il )Let us prove that y:Sz=>xyCxz.Suppose xy~:xz.By hereditarily unicoherence
of X at x we infer that y~xz.From 1.5. it follows that there is an aEA such that
Ya=Pa(Y)~Pa(xz).This means that the contimium XaZa contains no the point Y« since
Pa(xz)2xaza.On the other hand.from.y-cs it follows Y« :Sza,i.e.,XaYa CXaza.This contra-
diction completes the proof.
i2)Now we prove (xycxz)=>(y:sz).This easy follows from c) .•
An arc (generalized)is defined as a continuum (not necessarily metrizable) with
exactly two non-separating points (called the end points of the arc). Clearly,X is an arc
iff X is an ordered continuumwith two point s Oand 1 such that O:Sx:Sl for each xEX.A
continuum X is said to be anarboroid ifX is hereditarily -unicoherent and arcwise
connected (i.e.any two points of X can be joinedby a generalized arc).A metrizable
arboroid is called a. dendroid.
THEOREM 3.18 Let ~ = {Xa,ua,Pab,A}be an approximate inverse system with li-
mit X such that:
1. Xa is an arboroid for each aEA,and
2. there ezists a thread X=( Xa:aEAj such that Pab is mana tone relative to Xbfor each
a,bEA,a:Sb. .
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Then X is an arboroid.
Proof.By Theorem 3.10. X is hereditarily unicoherent at x.In order to complete the
proof it suffices to prove that xy is an arc for each YEX.
Step loWe define a linear order -< in xy [3,pp. 17] such that for each zExy x-ca-cy.
Step 2.Let xa=Pa(X) and Ya=Pa(Ya) for each aEA.There is an arc xaya whose end
points are Xa and Y« since X; is arcwise connected. We may assume that a linear order
in XaYa is such that Y« -<axa.
Step S.By c) from the proof of Theorem 3.17. it follows that pa (XY)=XaYafor each
aEA.
Step 4.Let z,wExy. We claim that either Za -<aWaor Wa -<aza for each aEA.Suppose
that Za -<aWa for some aEA and that there is a set B={b:b~a} cofinal in A and such
that Wb-<bZb.Choose the disjoint neighbourhoods U(Xa),
U(wa),U(za),U(Ya) for the points xa,wa,za,ya.By virtue of the condition (L) and the
cofinality of B there is an index bEB such that the points Pab(Xb),Pab(Wb),
Pab(Zb),Pab(Yb)lie in the neighbourhoods U(Xa),U(wa),U(za),U(Ya).If we suppose that
Zbl-wa,then Pab(XbZb) contains Pab(Wb)since Pab(XbYb) is an arc.This means that there
is a point VbEXbZbsuch that Pab(Vb)=Pab(Wb).Hence,p~bl(wa) contains Zbsince Pab/XbYb
is monotone.We infer that Pab(Zb)=Pab(Wb EU(wa) and Pab(Zb)EU(za).This is impos-
sible since U(za) and U(wa) are disjoint.Now,for each cEA there is a hEB such that
b~a,c.This means that Ze -<Wesince Zb-<Wb.
Step 5.We setz~w iff Za ~wa for each aEA.
Step 6.Now we prove that xy is an arc,i.e.,that each point zExy other than X,Yis
a cut point of xy.Let B be a set cofinal in A such that Zb fitXbYb.Thismeans that xb is
3. cut point of XbYb.We set Ub=(Pb/xy)-l([Xb,Zb)) and Vb=
(Pb/xy)-l((Zb.Ya]).Clearly,Ub and Vb 'are disjoint open sets of xy which contain x and
y respectively.Consider the setsU=U{Ub:bEB} and V=U{Vb:hEB}.It follows that U
and V are open set s which contain xand y respectively.In order to complete the proof
of this Step it suffices to prove that U and V are disjoint and UUV=xy-{z}.For each
'wExy,distinct from z,there is a hEB such that Wb:1=zb.Then,wEUb or wEVb.This means
that UUV=xy-{z}.Finally,suppose that there is a point wEUnV.This means that w is
in some Ue and in some Vd,c,dEB.It follows We2ze and Wd~zd.This contradicts Step
4.Thus,xy is an arc.
Step 7.It follows that X is an arboroid and the pro of of Theorem is completed .•
Since the approximate limit of an approximate inverse sequence of metrizable
spaces is metrizable (as a subspace of the space II{Xn:nEN}) we have
COROLLARY 3.19 Let ~={Xn,t'n,Pmn,N}be an approzimaie inverse sequetice with
limit X such that:
1. Xn is a dendroid for each nEN,and
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2. there ecisis a thread x=(x.,,:nEN) such that Pmn is monotone relative to xn for
each m,nEA,mSn.
Then X is a dendroid.
An arboroid is smooth if and only if it is a generalized tree.Thus,Theorems 3.18. and
3.19 imply
COROLLARY 3.20 Let ~ = {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an approximate inverse system with
limit X such that:
1. Xa is a generalized tree witha point Xa as a zero for each aEA, and
2. the points Xa form a thread z~(za:aEA/ such that Pab is monotone relativeto zb
for each a,bEA,aSb.
Then X is a generalized tree with the point x as a zero.
A continuum is a iree if each pair of points is separat ed by third point [17]. A conti-
nuum X is a tree iff X islocally connected and hereditarilyunicoherent [17].
Each tree is a generaIizedtree[17,Theorem 6.].Thus we have
COROLLARY 3.21 Let ~ = {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an approzimate inverse system with
limit X such that each Xa is a tree and each Pab is monotone. Then X is a tree.
Proof.By Theorern-above X is a generalized tree.From 3.17. it follows that X is smooth
in each point. By virtue of [10) or [16)we infer that X is locally connected.Thus,X is a
tree.1I .
A point x of an arboroid X is said to be a ramification point if there are
three arcs in X emanating from x and disjoint out of x.An arboroid having at most one
ramification point is called a fan.Then the ramification point is called the top of the
fan.
THEOREM 3.22 Let ~ = {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an approzimaie inverse system with li-
mit X such that:
1. Xa is a fan with the top Xa for each aEA,and
2. the points Xa form a thread x=(xa:aEA) such that Pab is monotone relaiive to Zb
for each a,bEA,aSb.
Then X is a fan with the top z.
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Proof.By Theorem 3.19. we infer that X is an arboroid.It remains to prove that X has
at most one ramification point.Suppose that the point Y=(Ya) is an ramification point
of X distinct from x.This means that there is an ao EA such that Y« :;tza,a~ao.Let
K,L,M be three arcs in X (disjoint out y) with endpoints Y and k,l,m respectively.By
virtue of 1.5. there is an index bo ~<l() such that Yb,kb,lb,mb are mutually distinct
points for each b~bo.There exist three arcs Kb,Lb,Mb which are mutually disjoint out
yb since Xb is an arboroid. This is impossible since Xb is a fan and Xb i=Yb .•
Combining this Corollary and the Iast Theorem we get
COROLLARY 3.23 Let ~ = {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an approzimaie inverse system with
limit X such that:
1. Xa is a fan with the top Za at which it is smootli for each aEA,and
2. the poinis Za form a thread z=(za:aEA) such that Pab is monotone relative to zb
for each a,bEA,a~b.
Then X is a fan which is smooth at its top z,
A continuum X with precisely two nonseparating points is called a generalized
arc.A continuum X is said to be an arc if X is a metrizable generalized arc.A tree X
is a generalized arc if and only if X is atriođic.
THEOREM 3.24 Let ~ = {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}be an approximate system of ge-
neralized arcs. Then X=lim~ is atriodic.
Proof.Suppose that T is a subcontinuum of X which is a triod.This means that T is the
sum of three generalized arcs Cx, Cy.and Cz,such that the common part of each two of
them is the common part of all three of them and is a point. Let xECx-( Cy UCz ),yECy-
(C, UCz), zECz-(Cx UCy) and t=Cx nCy nCz' By virtue of the definition of a basis in
X,there exist aEA and open sets Vx,Vy,Vz ofXa which are pairwise mutually exclusie
and which contain xaSa,za,respectively,so that
p;;-l(Vy)nCx = 0 =p;;-l(Vy)nCz,
p;;-l(Vz) n c, = 0 = p;;-l(Vz) n c..
Now,one of XaSa,or Za lies between ta and one of XaSa,or za.Supose that ta -<Xa -<Yao
Then Pa(Cy) intersects ta and Ya and hence xa,but Pa(Cy) does not intersects Vx. This
is a contradiction.So,X contains no triod .•
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THEOREM 3.25 Let ~ = {Xa,ua,Pab,A}be an approximate system of ge-
neralized arcs with alimit X.lf the bonding mappings are monotone and
onto, then X is a generalized arc.
Proof.By virtue of Theorern 3.21. X is ia tree.Frorn 3.24. it follows that X is atri-
odie.Thus X is a generalized arc .•
COROLLARY 3.26 Let ~={Xn,fn,Pmn,N}be an approzimate sequence of
the arcs and monoione onio mappings. Then X =lim~ is an arc.
Proof.Now,from 3.25. it follows that X is a generalized are.Moreover,X is metrizable
generalized are.Thus,X is an ale .•
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Lončar I. O aproksimativnim sistemima kompaknih prostora
SAŽETAK
U radu je definiran prostor a(~}za aproksimativni inverzni sistem ~ = {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}
kompaktnih prostora.
U drugom odjeljku dokazuju se osnovna svojstva prostora a(~),kao što su para-
kompaktnost i metrizabilnostza aproksimativni niz:
Treći odjeljak sadrži razne primjene prostora a(~).Primjenjujući poopćene nizove
skupova dokazujemo da je prostor X=lim~ povezan i (nasljedno) unikoherentan ako
su takvi prostori sist~ma~ = {Xa,Ua,Pab,A}(Teoremi 3.1. i 3.6.).Dokazano je nadalje
da je lim~ arboroid [poop. eno stablo.stablo.luk] ako su prostori sistema tak vi avezna
preslikavanja monotona (Teoremi 3.18., 3.20.,3.21. (3.25.).
